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Bose ® companion 3 multimedia speaker system

These premium Companion® III multimedia speakers deliver exceptionally clean, high-quality audio while freeing up valuable desktop space. The satellite speakers can be attached to your flat panel monitor or set them directly to your desktop. The compact Acoustimass ® module fits neatly under your desktop and delivers impressively lower tones that bring
movies and games to life. The all-in-one control pod is no bigger than a computer mouse and houses volume control, headphone jack, and a connection to another audio source like an MP3 player. From the manufacturer Experience a new sound level from your computer. Our premium multimedia speakers deliver premium, high-quality clean sound while
freeing up valuable desktop space. Satellite speakers can be attached to your flat panel monitor or directly to your desktop. A compact Acoustimass module fits neatly under your desk and delivers impressively lower tones that bring movies and games to life. And an all-in-one control pod houses a headphone jack, adjusts the volume and includes an
additional input. Power up to Bose-quality audio for your Companion 3 computer is a premium choice for all your computer's audio sources. From MP3 devices, CDs and Internet radio to DVDs, streaming video and games. Hear full, rich sound from tiny satellite speakers designed to complementÂ – and easily attach toÂ flat panel monitors. ItÂ is a unique
combination of elegance and convenience, whether you place them on your desktop or choose a speaker-free desktop. A compact Acoustimass module adds impressive resonant resonance for intense film and game effects. Bose's proprietary TrueSpace signal processing adds enhanced spaciousness for lifelike sound that most conventional computer
speakers simply can't match. More functionality. More convenience Companion 3 speakers also have an easy to use, multi-function control pod, no bigger than a computer mouse. The speaker's volume, headphone jack and an additional input for an additional sound source are all within easy reach. Available in Graphite with Silver Trim, Companion 3
speakers allow you to hear music, movies, and sound effects on your computer as they should be heard. What's in the Box Acoustimass Module, Two Satellite Speakers, Control Pod, Mounting Parentheses Top Positive ReviewAll positive reviews› Grant G.5.0 out of 5 starsLook No FurtherReviewed in the United States on August 18, 2014Okay this is a full
complete review. I've had an eager ear all my life with instrumentation and stereos. I know what is bad and what is good not only based on the brand. I would be what you call an audiophile. I replaced my Logitech Z506's with this system. There was nothing wrong with them. They were just boring. Any real audiophile if had them know what I mean. It is that
they were too quiet or the sound quality was poor. They just needed a one color to the sound. Edgier highs and deeper lows. Everything was boring. That's why I needed a change. I bought these Bose speakers because I have a majority of bose products at home and in my car. They are all exceptionally large. When you want epic sound quality, you have to
pay the price. When I bought these for $244 dollars, I really didn't think it was that bad. Knowing how Bose cut it, I felt like I was getting an appointment. When I opened the small speakers out of the package, I was very surprised at how small were. They looked so much bigger in videos and online. They are severely palm size. I was getting a bit about the fact
that they wouldn't put out the amount I needed. The subwoofer system weighed a ton. It's actually much longer than thought it would be. incredible still quality. When I connected the small satellites to the subwoofer, it has a red and white input. That's all fine and dandy. The speakers, however, do not have any color on their inputs themselves. I looked over
each one for an R or L. Icould not find anything. I just put each one in at random. I then tried it out with the middle bass. These speakers Kick Ass. There is no other word to describe them. They triple the amount of my z506 volume. The bass is intoxicating. It's so rich and deep. You somehow feel like you are being spoiled when you listen to this system
because everything comes out which you won't believe. These speakers must not have a low. They will blow you until the kingdom comes. I almost forgot the volume remote thing. I love it. I love it seriously. The volume change can be so precise and it is built so beautifully. My favorite part is that to mute the system, you only need to press on top of it. No
buttons needed. That said, I would have liked to have seen it wirelessly. I don't see any problem asking about it. I would also like volume changer marked with a white line on the page. Other than that, it's a work of art. Overall, look no further. High-quality audio performance, regardless of volume, sound quality, clear and distortion-free Two speakers' exterior
sink elegantly, audio macro natural, as long as the use of additional input can be paired with other devices in front of the right speaker with volume control/headphone jack sitting in front of the desk or pen, can easily enjoy ultra-high sound quality, experience as much as in addition to the physical speaker's overall performance. This product is equipped with
TrueSpace ® experienced audio digital processing circuitry, realistic sound effects are not far away. Music, games and video content are no longer just flat images for a more realistic experience. The air-breathable speaker box design allows the bass to be more delicate and thick without lacking detail. The product package comes with all the prerequisites
and can be in minutes. Both the volume and the headphone jack are located in the right speaker. Use secondary input to charge ® ® audio recordings, e.g. Active Speaker Accessories Speaker Audio input cable with mini connector speaker cable cable Rated 5 out of 5 of lai from the sound quality is very good The initial use of other brands on more than
1000 computer speakers a day suddenly shopping to hear BOSE horns, know that the price is really different quality is not the best after work, open the computer to listen to music speakers Date published: 2020-07-26 Rated 5 out of 5 by chiehliang from CP high value computer speakers!!! Although the exterior and texture are not as good as the Company ®
20, but the overall sound quality is not bad, the switch and control volume size knob just has a good tight force channel, not to occupy the desktop space, cp value is very high! Published date: 2019-12-07 No Companion 2 speakers have built-in ports to reproduce bass. About. The speakers are not magnetically resistant. However, the magnetic field around
the speakers is not strong enough to damage the most magnetically stored media. (If you're still concerned that these elements are at least 4 inches away from the Companion speaker, you should be able to limit magnetic field interference.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 1
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